Distinguished Scholar in Advancing Science in Health Information Technology
The University of Iowa

The University of Iowa, College of Nursing seeks a highly qualified and experienced individual to provide leadership in addressing nursing workforce challenges as the Distinguished Scholar in Advancing Science in Health Information Technology.

The faculty member appointed as Distinguished Scholar in Advancing Science in Health Information Technology (HIT) will provide leadership in advancing scholarship in the integration of Big Data, informatics, and technology into healthcare and nursing science. This exciting opportunity is for a senior faculty member who has a distinguished career in utilization of informatics and/or the development and implementation of technology based applications and interventions. The selected candidate will have a demonstrable teaching and scholarship record commensurate with the rank of a tenured Full Professor or Associate Professor at The University of Iowa College of Nursing. Resources to support development work and advance scholarship are provided.

The faculty named to Distinguished Scholar in Advancing Science in HIT will:

- Maintain continued funding that supports advancements in innovative HIT applications to promote health care and/or education;
- Mentor faculty and students in development and application of HIT to enhance innovation in research programs;
- Facilitate interdisciplinary and interprofessional collaborations to advance team science scholarship in HIT, including partnering with University of Iowa (UI) programs and initiatives relevant to HIT applications and advances (e.g. Institute for Clinical and Translation Science, Iowa Institute of Informatics, training grants);
- Demonstrate and advance national engagement and leadership in professional associations and federal bodies of importance for HIT scholarship (e.g. American Medical Informatics Association);
- Increase reputation of HIT excellence at Iowa through national recognition of scholarship in HIT and dissemination of outcomes in high impact venues;
- Collaborate with other faculty to integrate HIT applications to advance nursing science;
- Contribute to advancing the excellence of the College of Nursing’s teaching mission;
- Demonstrate leadership in collegiate, university and professional initiatives;
- Record of functioning as an effective collaborator;
- Demonstrated experience in mentoring early career faculty and graduate students; and
- Record of leading teams in a dynamic academic environment.

**Education Requirements:**

Earned doctorate in nursing or a doctorate in a related field

**Preferred Qualifications:**

- Graduate degree in nursing from an accredited school of nursing;
• Eligible for or currently licensed to practice nursing in the State of Iowa;
• Focused program of research or clinical application related to HIT; a commitment to interdisciplinary collaboration; demonstrated excellence of scholarship in HIT through funding and publication record;
• Record of functioning as an effective collaborator;
• Demonstrated experience in mentoring early career faculty and graduate students; and
• Record of leading teams in a dynamic academic environment.

Greenwood/Asher & Associates, Inc. is assisting The University of Iowa in the search. Initial screening of applications will begin immediately and continue until a sufficient candidate pool is achieved. Nominations should include the name, position, address, and telephone number. Application materials will include a letter describing relevant experiences and interest in the position; current curriculum vitae; and contact information of five references. Submission of materials as PDF attachments is strongly encouraged. Applications and letters of nominations should be submitted to:

Jan Greenwood, Betty Turner Asher, Partners
Shelley Feather, Executive Search Consultant
Greenwood/Asher & Associates, Inc.
42 Business Centre Drive, Suite 206
Miramar Beach, Florida 32550
Phone: 850-650-2277 / Fax: 850-650-2272
Email: jangreenwood@greenwoodsearch.com
Email: bettyasher@greenwoodsearch.com
Email: shelleyfeather@greenwoodsearch.com

For more information about The University of Iowa please visit: http://www.uiowa.edu/

To apply for this position online, visit Requisition #66273 at http://jobs.uiowa.edu

The University of Iowa is an equal opportunity/affirmative action employer. All qualified applicants are encouraged to apply and will receive consideration for employment free from discrimination on the basis of race, creed, color, national origin, age, sex, pregnancy, sexual orientation, gender identity, genetic information, religion, associational preference, status as a qualified individual with a disability, or status as a protected veteran.